Top 10 reasons

to choose Heartland for payment
processing with Produce Pro E-Commerce
1. Pass along processing fees to the customer
Choose from multiple fee models, including Convenience 		
Fee (certain transaction processing fees are paid by the 		
customer) and Merchant Absorbed (standard). These 		
options exist for both credit/debit card and eCheck
(ACH) payments.
2. Transparent pricing with no inexplicable fees
Know what you’re paying for and why. We’re known for
our commitment to fully transparent pricing.
3. Automatic deposits
Eliminate tedious, manual reconciliations. We integrate
directly with Produce Pro and will automatically post
deposits in your AR system.
4. Full accounting integration
Reduce the amount of duplicate work and the number
of keystrokes it takes to accept and log payments.
5. Single point of contact
Partner with an assigned implementation specialist who 		
understands the Produce Pro setup and will help you
every step of the way.
6. Online boarding portals
Sign up with limited paperwork and underwriting 			
requirements. Our online portals make it quick and easy
to get started and begin accepting payments.
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7. Dedicated support
Enjoy peace of mind knowing our customer support
team will be responsive and available to you 24/7.
8. Detailed reporting
Simplify your reporting and search needs with real time 		
batch monitoring, deposit monitoring and transaction
finder capabilities.
9. Fast batch deposits
Allow batch deposits to clear and fund into your bank 		
account quickly. Next-day* and two-day funding options 		
may be available via ACH processing.
10. PCI compliance
Limiting risk can help reduce potential fraud and increase 		
the likelihood of winning chargeback disputes. We offer a 		
short-form, self-assessment questionnaire (SAQ) and
support to help you get and stay PCI compliant.
To learn more, contact Colin Flannery at 614-560-0983 or
colin.flannery@heartland.us
You can also contact Produce Pro at
support@producepro.com
* Merchants on certain processing programs are not eligible for
next-day funding; funding may be delayed by Heartland’s
Credit or Risk departments at any time.
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